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Summary

Wave Field Synthesis enables the creation of a correct spatial impression for an extended listening

area. However, the synthesized sound scenes are most often created with a model-based rendering

approach. This enables, beside other advantages, interactivity of the listener with the sound scene.

On the downside it requires anechoic recordings of every sound event of the sound scene, a require-

ment that most often does not hold for existing music recordings and productions. In this study we

investigate methods of reproducing two-channel stereophonic recordings with Wave Field Synthesis.

Thereby di�erent virtual stereophonic loudspeaker layouts, like point sources and plane waves are

arranged. It is further investigated how these interact with di�erent geometries of the underlying

loudspeaker array for Wave Field Synthesis. As typical setups linear, circular and box shaped geome-

try is employed. A common drawback of stereophonic reproduction is the sweet-spot for localization.

Outside of the sweet-spot the listeners start to localize the reproduced sources towards the single

loudspeakers. Recent advantages in predicting the localization for Wave Field Synthesis setups with

a binaural model will be utilized in this study. Applying the binaural model the in�uences of the

downmixing method and the underlying geometry are investigated. Especially the number of ac-

tive loudspeakers and the usage of plane waves for stereophonic presentation di�er from a typical

stereophonic setup and potentially allow to increase the sweet-spot size.

PACS no. 43.66.Qp, 43.60.Sx

1. Introduction

Wave Field Synthesis is a spatial audio presentation
technique that uses several loudspeakers to synthe-
size a desired sound �eld [1]. It achieves this by driv-
ing the single loudspeakers in a way that its signals
superimpose to the desired wave fronts in analogy
to the Huygens-Fresnel principle [2]. The di�erence
to two-channel stereophony lies in the control of the
sound �eld not only on a single point or a line but
in an extended listening area. Up to which frequency
the sound �eld can be controlled depends solely on
the number of applied loudspeakers. A common setup
with a loudspeaker distance of around 15 cm allows
the control of the sound �eld up to 1.1 kHz. It is obvi-
ous that this implies errors in the synthesized sound
�eld for practical applications such as music reproduc-
tion that involves frequencies up to 20 kHz. We have
shown previously that the errors in the synthesized
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sound �eld have very little in�uence on localizing syn-
thesized sources [3], but can lead to severe deviations
of the sound color [4].

This study will not review these perceptional as-
pects, but will focus on the question of how to create
content-rich sound �elds with Wave Field Synthesis.
A straightforward way could be to record a complete
sound �eld for reproduction, a method called data-

based rendering [5]. In contrast to recording video im-
ages this is not an easy task, because the wave length
in the range of several orders have to be recorded. To
achieve this microphone arrays can be used, but the
recorded sound �eld has a limited spatial resolution
and su�ers from spatial aliasing. For stereophony the
situation is di�erent for data-based rendering, because
not a complete sound �eld has to be recorded and clas-
sical main microphone setups work well. Another way
of creating a sound �eld is to use mathematical mod-
els for the �eld, for example point sources or plane
waves. This technique is called model-based render-
ing. In order to reproduce a human speaker, only a
dry recording of his voice is needed. In this way the
recorded signal has no spatial information at all, and
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that information is completely determined by the ap-
plied mathematical models. In stereophony the same
can be achieved by applying panning to the dry signal.
One of the advantages of model based rendering is

its ability to allow an object-based representation of
a sound �eld. This implies that the number of stored
and transmitted channels becomes independent of the
number of loudspeakers of the presentation system
which is appreciated especially for Wave Field Syn-
thesis where varying numbers of loudspeaker are ap-
plied. For every virtual source of the sound �eld only
the dry audio channel and the information about its
source model and position has to be transmitted. An-
other possibility that comes with object-based audio
is interactivity, because the information about its po-
sition or loudness can be easily changed without the
need to altering the recorded signal. Lately, object-
based audio appeared also in the audio industry [6, 7].
Beside all its advantages object-based audio has

also a number of disadvantages or challenges. The
practical source models are more or less limited to
point sources and plane waves which allow not for the
presentation of extended or di�use sources. In addi-
tion, for a lot of situations there exist not the possibil-
ity to get dry signals for every source of a sound �eld.
In the context of Wave Field Synthesis this has led to
the concept of virtual panning spots [8] that allow the
inclusion of channel-based content like stereophony in
object-based synthesis. So far this was done by the
creation of virtual loudspeakers as panning spots by
synthesizing them as virtual point sources applying
the stereo-channels as source material. Thereby it was
not discussed if the Wave Field Synthesis system with
its own physical limitations has an in�uence on the
localization properties of the stereophonic recording.
In this study we will apply a binaural model to in-
vestigate this question and show further that the lo-
calization properties depend also on the applied loud-
speaker array and virtual source model of the panning
spots.
In the next section we will brie�y introduce the bin-

aural model and its ability to predict localization in
Wave Field Synthesis. Afterwards we introduce di�er-
ent loudspeaker setups and di�erent source models as
virtual panning spots. At the end we analyze the per-
ceptual consequences of these di�erent methods with
the help of a binaural model.

2. Predicting localization in Wave

Field Synthesis

In order to predict localization with a binaural model
the signals at the two ears are needed. These can be
gained with the help of binaural synthesis. In this
case all loudspeakers of the applied loudspeaker array
are simulated via binaural synthesis over headphones.
In an anechoic chamber head-related transfer func-
tions with a resolution of 1◦ were measured [9] and
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Figure 1. Sketch of the applied binaural model. At the
bottom the two ear signals are input to the model. At
the end the binaural parameters are mapped to a single
direction estimation averaged over the whole time of the
input signals.

afterwards extra- and interpolated to allow arbitrary
loudspeaker setups. The head-related transfer func-
tions for every single loudspeaker are then weighted
in amplitude and delayed in time corresponding to
the Wave Field Synthesis driving signals calculated
for the given source models and positions.

To verify the validity of the binaural synthesis we
compared the localization of a point source presented
via a real loudspeaker or simulated via binaural syn-
thesis and found no di�erence in the perception of its
direction [10].

After simulating the two ear signals they are fed
into the binaural model. We apply a model that pig-
gybacks on the model presented by Dietz et al. [11].
The di�erent stages of the model are presented in
Fig. 1. After a band-pass �lter approximated the mid-
dle ear transfer function the two input signals are �l-
tered by a gammatone-�lterbank [12] into twelve fre-
quency channels in the range of 200Hz to 1400Hz. In
every frequency channel compression of the cochlea
and half-wave recti�cation together with low-pass �l-
tering representing the hair cells is applied. The next
stage involves another �lterbank that removes the DC
components that are added by the hair cell processing.
In addition, the �lterbank has a low-pass �lter with
a cuto� frequency of 30Hz for smoothing the calcu-
lation of the interaural level di�erences in time. After
the �lterbank the di�erent binaural parameters inter-
aural time di�erence (ITD), interaural level di�erence
(ILD), and interaural vector strength (IVS) which is
equivalent to the interaural coherence of the signals
are calculated. The calculation of the ITD is based on
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an estimation of the IPD, see the paper from Dietz et
al. [11] for more details on the model.

In the next stage the IVS is applied as a mask hid-
ing ITD values for instances in time where the IVS
is below a given threshold. Further, a lookup table is
used to map the ITD values of every frequency chan-
nel into angle values for the directions. In a last step
the direction is averaged in time and over the di�erent
frequency channels, resulting in a single value for the
estimated perceived direction.

The model was already applied to predict the per-
ceived direction of synthesized point sources and plane
waves in Wave Field Synthesis. For a linear loud-
speaker array with di�erent spacings between the sin-
gle loudspeakers in the range of 0.2m to 1.4m the ac-
curacy of the model compared to the listening test was
around 1.5◦ [3]. This is based on 16 di�erent positions
of the listeners in the listening area and a single syn-
thesized point source. For a circular loudspeaker array
the model accuracy was 4.1◦ [13] based on 16 di�er-
ent listener positions and a synthesized point source
or plane wave. Due to this accurate results the model
will be directly applied in this study without corre-
sponding listening tests.

3. Stereophonic downmixes in Wave

Field Synthesis

As mentioned in the introduction one way to create a
sound �eld with Wave Field Synthesis is model-based

rendering. Here, we assume a mathematical model
for the desired sound �eld S and for this calculate
the driving signals D for the loudspeakers. Arbitrary
models are possible for the desired sound �eld, but
the most common ones are point sources and plane
waves due to their simplicity. They are given by the
following two equations.

Splane wave(x, ω) = A(ω)e−i
ω
c nkx , (1)

Spoint source(x, ω) = A(ω)
1

4π

e−i
ω
c |x−xs|

|x− xs|
, (2)

where x is a position in the sound �eld, xs the position
of the point source, nk the direction of the plane wave,
ω the circular frequency, c the speed of sound, and A
the amplitude spectrum.

The basic idea to include two-channel stereophonic
material in Wave Field Synthesis is to arrange two
point sources or two plane waves as virtual loudspeak-
ers which are then driven by the stereophonic signals.
Figure 2 shows the setup for the investigations in this
study. Three di�erent loudspeaker array geometries
are used for the synthesis. The virtual panning spots
for stereophony are arranged with an opening angle
of 60◦ for a listener position at the center of the lis-
tening area which is indicated by the crosses in the

+ + +

+ + +

Figure 2. Geometry of the di�erent loudspeaker arrays and
virtual panning spots used in the evaluation.

�gure. The plane waves are arranged that they are
traveling into the direction of this central point.
Plane waves as virtual panning spots have the ad-

vantage that they are coming always from −30◦ and
30◦ independent of the position of the listener. In this
way they guarantee a perfect stereophonic setup in
the whole listening area. Ideal plane waves have a
constant amplitude in the whole listening. This is not
possible for a plane wave that is synthesized only via
loudspeakers in the horizontal plane. Hence, it is likely
that the advantage of the correct incidence direction
is eliminated by the wrong amplitude decay.

4. Evaluation of stereophonic down-

mixes

In the following the stereophonic downmixes are com-
pared to the case of a real two-loudspeaker stereo-
phonic setup. Due to the fact that Wave Field Syn-
thesis su�ers from coloration of the synthesized sound
�eld for loudspeaker spacings applied in this paper [4]
there will be di�erences in timbre. There amount will
not be further analyzed in this study. The ability to
localize synthesized sources in Wave Field Synthesis is
on the other hand quite good [13] and it exists the pos-
sibility that a stereophonic downmix is able to achieve
better results than the real stereophonic setup. The
binaural model presented in Section 2 is applied to the
di�erent setups and downmixing methods presented
in the last section to analyze their localization prop-
erties.
Figure 3 analyzes if the size of the sweet spot dif-

fers between a real stereophonic setup and the di�er-
ent Wave Field Synthesis downmixes. The sweet spot
describes the fact that the localization of the virtual
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Figure 3. Sweet spot size for a two channel-stereophonic setup and di�erent downmixing methods in Wave Field Synthesis.
The source was always panned to 0◦. The sweet spot is given by the blue area which highlights positions in the listening
area with an absolute localization error of 5◦ or lower. Inactive loudspeakers are indicated by black open circles, active
ones by black �lled circles.

source in two-loudspeaker stereophony is only correct
at a small line in the center between the two loud-
speakers. Outside of this line the localization is more
towards the direction of one of the two loudspeakers.
To visualize this fact the perceived direction of the
virtual source was calculated by the binaural model
for several thousand points in the listening area and
only points were the perceived direction di�ers 5◦ or
less from the desired one are highlighted in blue. The
left graph in the �gure highlights the sweet spot for
the two-channel stereophony setup. The region of the
sweet spot is relatively narrow and becomes wider for
larger distances to the two loudspeakers due to the
geometry of the setup. For Wave Field Synthesis and
point sources as virtual panning spots the sweet spot
is similar at the center but has additional areas at the
back of the listening area were the localization error
is small. For Wave Field Synthesis and plane waves
as virtual panning spots the shape of the sweet spot
depends on the loudspeaker array geometry. Now, for
a linear loudspeaker array the sweet spot shows a line
perpendicular to the array, but also a line parallel to
the loudspeaker array at the center of the listening
area. For the box-shaped or circular loudspeaker ar-
ray the sweet spot is only a line perpendicular to the
array that has the same extend in the whole listening
area.

To investigate why the sizes and positions of the
sweet spot di�er for di�erent downmixes it is also of
interest from what direction listeners perceive the vir-
tual source outside of the sweet spot. Figure 4 illus-
trates this in more detail. Here, the perceived direc-
tion of a virtual source with a panning angle of 0◦

is indicated by the arrows for di�erent listening posi-
tions. The arrows are centered at the corresponding
listening position and are pointing towards the per-
ceived direction. The color of the arrows indicates the
deviation from the desired direction of the panned
source. The more red the arrow the larger the devi-
ation. For the two-loudspeaker stereophonic setup it
is obvious that the listener localizes the nearest loud-
speaker outside of the sweet spot. The same holds for
the downmixing method using point sources as virtual
panning spots. The only di�erence is that for listen-
ing positions in the back, especially at the sides the
localization is more to the center again. This is due to
the limited listening area of the applied loudspeaker
arrays. The virtual panning spots are placed near the
edges of the active loudspeakers which are not able
to generate the desired sound �eld correctly at those
positions in the back at the sides. In our case this
brings an advantage, because the perceived direction
is intended to be towards the center.

For the downmixing method applying plane waves
the results look di�erent. Starting with the linear ar-
ray, the sweet spot is more shaped like a cross than a
line. For frontal positions outside the sweet spot the
listeners again localized towards the direction of the
nearest virtual panning spot. For positions in the back
outside of the sweet spot the situation is di�erent and
the listeners localize the panning spot from the op-
posite side. This explains also the line in the center
were the sweet spot has a large extend to the sides,
because here we �nd the transition area between these
two di�erent zones. The explanation for this behav-
ior is given again by the limited extend of the linear
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Figure 4. Perceived direction of the virtual source for di�erent positions in the listening area. The source was always
panned to 0◦. The direction is given by the direction the arrows are pointing to. The arrows are centered at the
corresponding listening positions and their color indicates the deviation from the desired direction with larger deviation
indicated by red. Inactive loudspeakers are indicated by black open circles, active ones by black �lled circles.

loudspeaker array. The plane wave coming from the
left emits very few energy to the positions in the back-
left of the listening area and vice versa for the plane
wave coming from the right. The situation is quite
di�erent for the other two loudspeaker setups. In the
case of the plane waves as virtual panning spots a lot
more loudspeakers are active than for the case of point
sources as virtual panning spots. By supplying energy
also by the loudspeakers at the side the setups are able
to synthesize both plane waves correctly in the whole
listening area. This leads to a small sweet spot like in
the case of the two-channel stereophony setup and a
localization towards the direction of the nearest plane
wave outside of the sweet spot. Unfortunately, this
implies that the deviation from the desired direction
is large for all positions outside of the sweet spot, even
at the back as compared to the case of point sources
as virtual panning spots.
So far only a virtual source panned to the center

was investigated. Figure 5 shows the results for a vir-
tual source panned to an angle of 15◦ with amplitude
panning applying the following tangential law [14]

tan(φ)

tan(30◦)
=

gainright − gainleft
gainright + gainleft

, (3)

where φ is the desired panning angle of the virtual
source and gainleft and gainright the two amplitude
factors which are multiplied with the signal of the
corresponding stereo channel.
The results show again that the downmixing

method using point sources as virtual panning spots
delivers the same localization in the whole listening
area as it would be the case for a real two-channel

stereophonic setup. For plane waves as virtual pan-
ning spots the result shows the same behavior as in
Figure 4 and di�ers between the linear loudspeaker
array and the two others.

Considering only the localization properties the
evaluation results show that the usage of point sources
as virtual panning spots delivers the same spatial
experience as a real two-channel stereophonic setup
would provide. This is also independent of the loud-
speaker array geometry used for Wave Field synthesis.
By applying plane waves as virtual panning spots the
sweet spot for stereophony can be enlarged from a line
to a cross shaped area. This depends on the usage of
a linear loudspeaker array and will not happen for a
circular or box shaped array. For the last two cases lis-
tener will localize the active loudspeakers at the side
outside of the sweet spot.

5. Summary

In Wave Field Synthesis often model-based rendering
is used to synthesize sound �elds. This has the disad-
vantage that dry recordings of the sound sources of a
given scene are needed, which is not always possible.
In addition, most of the produced content nowadays is
available for stereophonic presentation and stored in a
channel-based manner. In this paper we reviewed the
usage of virtual panning spots to reproduce stereo-
phonic recordings in Wave Field Synthesis. To eval-
uate di�erent virtual panning spots and loudspeaker
arrays a binaural model was used to evaluate the local-
ization of the reproduced source in the listening area.
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Figure 5. Perceived direction of the virtual source for di�erent positions in the listening area. The source was always
panned 15◦ to the right. The direction is given by the direction the arrows are pointing to. The arrows are centered at the
corresponding listening positions and their color indicates the deviation from the desired direction with larger deviation
indicated by red. Inactive loudspeakers are indicated by black open circles, active ones by black �lled circles.

The model was able to show that the usage of point
sources as virtual panning spots lead to the same spa-
tial experience as a real two-loudspeaker stereophonic
setup would provide. By the combination of a linear
loudspeaker array and plane waves as virtual panning
spots the sweet spot of stereophony could even be in-
creased. Beside the good match of spatial impression
there will be a di�erence between a real stereophonic
setup and a downmixed version in Wave Field Syn-
thesis due to coloration which is inherent to most of
the Wave Field Synthesis systems [4].
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